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A NEW NON - INVASIVE MONITORING TECHNOLOGY FOR
NEUROSURGICAL ICU PATIENTS AND HEALTHY PERSONS
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Abstract: Invasive intracranial pressure (ICP) senvlrs
are potentially dangerous for neurosurgtcal patients

and could not be applied for healthy

persons

diagnosing. The new non - invasive technologr and ICP
wavest real time non - invasive monitor are introduced.

The results of healthy persons' vasomotor reactivity
non- invasive monitoring are shown and discussed.

cause of ultrasound velocity pulsatility or time-of-flight
pulsatility changes.
New non - invasive monitor operates as a real time

dual channel ultrasound velocity pulse waves

and

ultrasound velocity mean value trends monitor. The
knowledge based non - linear transformation of ultrasound
velocity measured data is used to get the measured ICP
values.

INTRODUCTION

The invasive nature of existing ICP monitoring
limit the ability to apply these techniques for
diagnostic purposes and for investigation of the

techniques

intracranial hemodynamics

of

healthy persons under

different physical conditions. New non - invasive method
and computer based ICP measuring system are introduced
in our previous works I1.2,31.
A new generation of non - invasive ICP monitoring
technique is introduced in this paper. The results of its

application

for healthy persons vasomotor

reactivity

The general view of non - invasive monitor's virtual
panel is shown in Fig. l. The upper channel is used for
monitoring of ultrasound velocity pulse waves caused by
cardiac pulsation in intracranial media. The lower channel
is used for slow ultrasound velocity trends monitoring. The
monitor is controlled by the PC keyboard only. The main
parameters of this monitor are: the resolution is less than
0.1 mmllg, measuring channels capacity is above 1.0 kbiUs
and it allows to resolve up to I I harmonics' of ICP pulse
waves.

E)GERIMENTAL RESIJLTS

diagnosingare shown.

NON.I}N/ASIVE DUAL CHANNEL ICP MONITOR

To illustrate the possibility to apply our new non invasive monitor for a healthy persons intracranial
vasomotor reactivity diagnosing various experiments and

The relationship between intracranial volume and ICP

is the relationship between compartmental exchange of
volume because any increment in total volume will lead to
a rise in ICP. Our non - invasive method measures the
cause of ICP changes - the volume changes inside the
focused acoustic path which crosses the microvascular
region of intracranial media. New non - invasive dual
channel monitor is based on the ultrasonic time-of-flight
method. The characteristic which is measured directly is
the time dependence of ultrasound pulses time-of-flight
along the fixed acoustic axis. The measured data depend
on the dynamics of blood, brain tissue and cerebrospinal

fluid volumes inside the chosen acoustic path. On the other
hand, this ratio of volumes depends on ICP. There are a
few other physiological arguments which confirm this
relationship between volumes ratio and measured values of
time-of-flight or ultrasound velocity:
- the craniospinal compliance turns out to be inversely

standard neurological and pharmacological tests were
made. Pharmacological tests @iamox, Nitroglycerin, etc.)
show the possibility to get simultaneously new diagnostic
information about microvascular vasomotor reactivity and
pulsatility applying both channels of this monitor. For
illustration the typical vasomotor reaction on Valsalva test
(from 8 s until 32 s) for healthy person measured non invasively is shown in Fig. 2. ln Fig. 3 the evolution of
ultrasound velocity pulse waves during this standard test is
shown. Here Co - initial value of measured ultrasound
velocity, AC - its increment value.
In the Valsalva maneuver the increased intrachoracic
pressure prwented the venous return and consequently
provoked a drop of the cardiac output and arterial
hypotension. In our study these reactions of ultrasound
velocity waves are seen in Fig. 3 from 16 s until l7 s (first
minimal value of ultrasound velocity in Fig. 2) and from
23.5 s until 24.5 s (second minimal value of ultrasound

proportional to the product of ICP and the intracranial
media elastance. Due to this inversive relationship the
craniospinal compartment becomes progressively more
rigld when the ICP rises;
- the mean blood flow value decreases progressively as the

velocity in Fig. 2). The ultrasound velocity pulse waves
amplitude is maximal (Fig. 3 from 32.5 s until 33.5 s)
when the ultrasound velocity mean value is maximal also
(Fig. 2). The evolution of ultrasound velocity pulse waves

ICP increases;

phenomena in the same manner as ICP pulse waves but the
dependence between ultrasound velocity and ICP is inverse
and non - linear [31.

- the progressive increase of blood flow pulsatility
occurring during severe intracranid hypertension is the

shape represents the rnacrovascular hemodynamic
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